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This ensures that users can use the same modeling capabilities and illumination schemes that they
are accustomed to with other design tools. TracePro Expert displays the resulting dimensions in real
time. Because of the fact that TracePro Expert uses the XDefine imaging technology, the results are

incredibly accurate and very repeatable. You can be assured that you are getting the exact
dimensions of the part because the system has a high degree of internal precision. This program is a
good choice for quickly modeling light pipes that are complicated. The is the best full vector modeler

available today. It enables you to model and illustrate complex optical units that are found in a
building. The outstanding features of this program include a high degree of mathematical precision
in the modeling stage. In addition to that, TracePro Expert can generate accurate results in just a
matter of minutes. TracePro Solar 2 User Guide.pdfThe TracePro Solar Model Documentation User
Guide is a user guide intended to explain the solar system model in the software. It is intended to
get you started so you can maximize the benefits of the most popular solar system modeling tool.

The Guide is provided for the non-technical user. This is an Adobe Acrobat PDF file. Full
Documentation PDF for TracePro Solar & The Solar Emulator.This 2-year technical support document
provides complete support for system and user manuals for the TracePro Solar product family. The

documentation is provided as a PDF file that includes file extraction software to allow you to print full
color or black and white pages.
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